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EC 300 LC 102 SERIES LC 1000 SERIES NC 1000 SERIES

KUHN´s integrated 
pneumatic 
seed drills in brief:

RETURN ON INVESTMENT IS YOUR 
PRIORITY

The COMBILINER VENTA EC / LC / NC models will 
reduce your “seed” item costs with their accurate metering 
units and seed posit ioning, no matter what the size and 
shape of seeds are.

INCREASED COMFORT WANTED

Time is of the essence if you wish to seed during opt imal 
weather condit ions. Easy-to-handle implements allow you 
to save t ime and reduce diffi cult manoeuvring. 
KUHN solut ions, such as the external distribut ion head, 
easy adjustments, a quickly accessible metering unit and 
extensive electronic equipment opt ions pave the way to 
make your life easier.

DEMANDING HIGH QUALITY 

SEEDING AND OUTPUT

A precise and uniform seeding is the key to a good 
harvest. According to prevailing soil condit ions and 
cult ivat ion methods, the seeding units should be able to 
adapt quickly to changing situat ions.

PNEUMATIC DRILL COMBINATIONS 
THAT MEET YOUR REQUIREMENTS!

Working

width (m)

Hopper

capacity (l)

Seeding

unit

COMBILINER VENTA

EC 300
3.00 800

single disc

coulter

COMBILINER VENTA

LC 102 series
3.00 to 4.50 1,200

Suffolk or

double disc
coulters

COMBILINER VENTA
LC 1000 series

3.00 to 4.00 1,200 SEEDFLEX

COMBILINER VENTA

NC 1000 series
3.00 to 4.00 2,000 SEEDFLEX
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METERING UNIT EASY TO ADJUST

To change from working posit ion to calibrat ion, you simply switch 
a single plate and the seeds fl ow into the container. There is no 
need to change components and spend a long t ime on the metering 
unit. It really is that simple!

ALL-ROUNDERS                                               
ARE IN THE LEAD

The VENTA system makes applicat ion rates from 1 to 430 kg/ha 
possible. A single sett ing is necessary to change the kind of seed 
(or fert ilizer). The agitator can be easily disengaged without tools 
to prevent delicate seeds, such as peas and beans, from being 
damaged. So seed your rape, wheat or fava beans without 
removing any components or touching the metering unit!

DENSITY AND DISTRIBUTION RESPECTED

Resistant to jolts, vibrat ions and t ilt ing, the output calibrated to a 
fi xed sett ing is respected by the slow rotat ion of the volumetric 
metering unit. Moreover, the risk of clogging of large seeds is 
negligibly low because of the ringed column and large diameter 
out lets in the distribut ion head.

THE BENCHMARK
FOR RELIABILITY
AND PRECISION

A centralized metering by volumetric 
fl uting: 
The proven KUHN VENTA system is 
known for its simple design and pre-
cise metering, resulting in accurate 
and uniform application rates from 
the smallest to the largest seeds. 
Seeds are transferred pneumatically 
for an even distribution in the distri-
butor head.

WORK QUALITY
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ADVANTAGES OF AN EXTERNAL DISTRIBUTION 
HEAD 

They are numerous and not to underest imate when you think about 
how to accelerate your operat ion. In general, the hopper is easier 
accessible, result ing in less diffi cult ies during refi lling. No tubes in the 
hopper mean that there is nothing to get in the way when cleaning 
or changing variet ies. At any t ime, the distribut ion head with outside 
located seed tubes is fully accessible, even when the hopper is full. 

QUICK CHANGE OVER TO DOUBLE SPACING

For seeding rape - as some users also do with the COMBILINER 
VENTA drill combinat ions - you can fi t caps or a dividing cover in just 
a few seconds, to obstruct seed out lets which are not to be supplied.

WHEN THE METERING UNIT IS EASILY 
ACCESSIBLE…  

You can reach the metering unit of the COMBILINER VENTA seed 
drills in total comfort. This makes for easy checking of the fl ow rate 
and collect ion of residual seed at the end of the job.

THINK USER-
FRIENDLINESS

Time is of the essence if you wish 
to seed during optimal weather 
conditions. 
Easy-to-handle implements allow 
you to save time and reduce tedious 
manoeuvres. KUHN´s COMBILINER 
VENTA drill combinations are 
designed in a way to facilitate your 
life at maximum. 
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COMBILINER VENTA

HECTOR 3000

EC 300

ENSURED LONGEVITY

Central metering unit and injectors are made of 
stainless steel and are therefore maintenance 
free.

A COMPLETE EQUIPMENT 

The HECTOR 3000 control box performs 
following funct ions: 
-  monitoring blower, seed level, metering unit 
rotat ion; 

-  daily and total hectare counter; 
-  tramlining with 2 x 2 rows shut-off.

The COMBILINER VENTA EC 300 is designed for medium-sized cereal or mixed farms. 

With a working width of 3.00 m and a hopper capacity of 800 l, it is suitable for use with medium 

power tractors of 66 to 112 kW (90 to 150 hp).

SIMPLE, ECONOMICAL,
PERFORMING

EC 300
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COVER THE SEED:                                                                                              
UNIVERSAL TINE HARROW WITH 
BENT TINES

The machine´s universal covering harrow 
ensures a good fi nish under varied condit ions,            
be it in the presence of crop residues, in heavy 
but also in light soil.

THE SINGLE-DISC COULTER: 

SIMPLE 
AND VERSATILE!
FOR A LONG SERVICE LIFE

Its slight ly rounded shape and the discs made of treated steel contribute to a long 
operat ing life.

FOR HIGH PERFORMANCE ON PLOUGHED LAND AND MIN-TIL-
LED LAND

With a ground pressure adjustable to 35 kg, ident ical for the front as well as the 
rear row, and the two rows well offset (35 cm), all condit ions are fulfi lled for high-
quality seeding in convent ional as well as conservat ion agriculture systems.

FOR AN EVEN SEEDING DEPTH

The end-piece guides the seed to the bottom of the furrow to ensure a constant 
seeding depth in each row, even in hard soil or when seeding very deep.
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COMBILINER VENTA

NO CLOGGING OF SEEDS

An ant i-blockage fl ap closes the coulter automat ically in the event of an inopportune backward 
movement. Should the out let nevertheless become blocked, sowing will cont inue by scattering 
the seed from the seed aperture.

ANTI-BLOCKAGE COULTER

There is less risk of clogging by 
plant residues and less “raking” 
in very cloddy soils thanks to the 
widely offset coulters with 
distances of 33 cm (13”) between 
each of them, arranged over three 
rows and great distance between 
the coulter tip and tube.

EVEN BETTER WITH THE
DEPTH LIMITING SKID

For surface sowing in light or varying soils, 
the skid keeps the coulter at a constant 
sowing depth. Moreover, it improves the 
clearance in soils with plant residues.

SUFFOLK COULTERS: AN ECONOMICAL ALTERNATIVE
Conventional Suffolk coulters are a simple and money saving seed deposit system. Advantages: reduced maintenance costs, 
more regular seeding depth and easy depth control, improved distribution evenness, less furrow smearing in wet soils, no 
rolling over stones in stony soils.

LC 102 SERIES

SUFFOLK OR DISC COULTERS?

A SOLUTION FOR EVERY FARMING 
SYSTEM
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SUPERB FINISH ENSURED 

The universal covering harrow with bent 
t ines covers the seed reliably and uniformly 
under varying condit ions, no matter if you 
work in crop residues or in light or heavy soil.

KUHN ASSETS PROMOTING
WORK IN MANY RESIDUES

-  Their offset posit ion, their polyurethane 
moulding fi tted on the large disc and their 
scraper prevents soil build-up between the 
discs.

- The seed is guided between the discs.
- Large clearance between the two rows.

IMPROVED SEEDING DEPTH 
CONTROL

An effi cient packing for plant germinat ion in 
light soils and dry condit ions 
is possible with press wheels. With this 
opt ional equipment, the seed placement 
remains precise when increasing speed.

DISCS: IN THE PRESENCE OF PLANT RESIDUES
If you tend to simplify your farming method, the disc coulters show several advantages. They accept many residues, are not 
very sensitive to irregular ground contours and only need medium power requirement. With 35 kg of ground pressure, you 
can handle also clayey soils or ploughed land.

You have the choice between two different seeding units on the COMBILINER VENTA LC 100 series, 

which are appropriate for different cultivation systems and economical requirements. 

Both adapt well to various conditions thanks to their high coulter pressure, their guide and press skids or 

wheels, the option to adjust their pressure during operation and their covering harrow. 

Be sure: They provide high seeding effi ciency and quality in numerous soil types and conditions!
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DESIGNED FOR

IMPECCABLE SEEDING
Stress-free use owing to an external distribution head and a well-designed hopper, highquality 
seeding thanks to volumetric metering, adapted seeding units …there are many features speaking 
in favour of the COMBILINER VENTA LC 102 series models. 

And also note: With an average pull power of only 22 to 29 kW (30 to 40 hp) per metre, their 
weight/working width ratio is impressive.

LC 102 SERIES

BLOWER DRIVE: MAKE YOUR CHOICE 

As standard the blower of the VENTA LC 102 models is mechanically driven by a belt, 
which is powered by the PTO stub at 1,000 min-1 (opt ionally at 750 min-1). 
A hydraulic drive via the tractors Load Sensing circuit or a VARIO blower drive are 
available on opt ion. The big advantage of the latter: The blower speed is unaffected 
by variat ions of the PTO speed.
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QUANTRON S-2 HECTOR 3000 

STRESS-FREE SUPPLY 

-  The 1,200 litre capacity of the hopper 
is adapted for 600 kg big-bags, with 
a reserve to avoid shortages. 

-  The hopper is fi tted with a steel cover and a 
seal for more robustness and longevity. 

-  The large opening of 1.20 m x 1.90 m 
facilitates considerably seed loading in bulk, 
with big-bags or normal bag.

HYDRAULIC FOLDING OF 
THE MARKERS 

Side markers fold up vert ically using hydrau-
lics: negot iat ing obstacles, manoeuvring 
on fi eld edges is made without problem! In 
order to avoid 
stressing the seeder, they are attached 
to the t illage tool.

IN-CAB COULTER PRESSURE 
ADJUSTMENT 

You can adapt the seeding depth on the 
move using the hydraulic coulter pressure 
adjustment. This way, you can adapt to cur-
rent soil condit ions and also match the most 
diffi cult soils.

COULTER BAR WITH HYDRAULIC LIFT 

This option provides a large clearance of the seeding units, drive wheel and covering harrow during manoeuvres. It also enables you 

to use the power harrow in solo.

QUANTRON S-2 

HECTOR 3000?
TWO CONTROL BOXES ARE AVAILABLE 

AS STANDARD CHOICE ON THE 
VENTA LC 100 MODELS. 

OR

 

This is a part icularly userfriendly control box, which enables, 
apart from all standard monitoring and management funct ions, 
electronic applicat ion rate modulat ion from the cab. Moreover, 
various sett ings for different variet ies can be stored after chec-
king the fl ow rate.

 

The HECTOR 3000 control box performs following funct ions: 
-  monitoring blower, seed level, metering unit rotat ion;
-  daily and total hectare counter; 
-  tramlining with 2 x 2 rows shut-off.

The coulter bar can be opt ionally fi tted on the roller via an art iculated link. 
Results:
-  Power harrow adjustments do not affect the coulter bar sett ings, thus result ing in 
a more homogeneous seeding depth.

-  Harrow vibrat ions have litt le effects on the coulter bar, especially at high speeds 
or on stony grounds.

                                 IMPROVE SEEDING EVENNESSTHE KUHN PLUS
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Remember that 50 % of your harvest is already determined during seeding. 

With the SEEDFLEX seeding units you can be sure to manage this work step to your satis-

faction. With its widely offset double discs, each pair mounted on a parallelogram, you can 
both seed fast and accurate. 

THE PROS OF THE SEEDFLEX COULTER BAR:

- except ional seeding precision,
- easy passage in the most versat ile soil condit ions,
- performing in ploughed and in min-t illed land,
- a coulter pressure, which ensures an outstanding stability of the seeding units,
- no maintenance required.

SEEDFLEX:

   THE CENTREPIECE
OF YOUR SEED DRILL!

To fi nd out more about the SEEDFLEX advantages, 
fl ash this code with your Smartphone.

LC 1000 SERIES NC 1000 SERIES

WORK QUALITY
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EXCLUSIVESeeding depth is respected 
also at high speeds: 

-  seeding unit mounted on 
parallelogram,

-  depth control wheel for each 
row.

Easier passage in clayey soil 
and in the presence of

plant debris:

-  large offset of 35 cm between 
the two coulter bars.

Promoting good soil/seed 

contact:
-  depth control/press wheels 
row by row to control seeding 
depth and to ensure dynamic 
germinat ion of the seeds.

Improved penetration in all 

soils:
-  high offset of the double discs 
for clean furrow opening,

-  small disc opening angle 
to avoid soil spraying and to 
facilitate furrow closing.
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COMBILINER VENTA

DIMENSIONS ADAPTED TO MOST 
CEREAL FARMS

The COMBILINER VENTA LC 1000 drill combinations works highly professional after the plough 

and when using min-till methods. Equipped with SEEDFLEX, it is designed for fast seeding and 
high-quality seed deposit at the same time.

SEED UP TO FIVE HECTARES PER HOUR WITH AN AVERAGE TRACTOR

The ratio of weight to working width is excellent on the COMBILINER VENTA LC. You will benefi t 

from all advantages of a drill combination, while being able to use a tractor with medium power 
requirement.

LC 1000 SERIES

SAVINGS

 
VENTA LC 3000 to 4000 seed drills can be used with most exist ing KUHN harrows.After a limited investment, you will obtain 
a high-performance drill combinat ion.

RETROFIT YOUR EXISTING POWER HARROWKUHN PLUS



FRESH SUPPLIES FREE OF 
CONSTRAINT

The 1,200 litre capacity provides a good 
compromise between high autonomy (approx. 
800 to 900 kg of seed), hopper weight and 
load on the tractor axle. For easier loading 
and fast seed changing, the external distribu-
t ion head is an important asset.

A CLEVER BLOWER SYSTEM

The blower is controlled by the tractor hydrau-
lics with the Load Sensing circuit fi tted as stan-
dard. The blower speed is totally independent 
of the PTO or engine rat ings: for safe seed 
transport and to adapt the intensity of t illing 
to agronomic requirements. The VARIO blower 
drive or pulley-belts are available as opt ional 
equipment.
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EXTENSIVE STANDARD 
EQUIPMENT

The basic VENTA LC 1000 seed drill 
package is complete:
-  disc scrapers with tungsten carbide coat ing,
-  hydraulic lift ing system for the coulter bar for 
a large clearance of the seeding units during 
manoeuvres,

- rear folding side markers with safety,
-  covering harrow suitable for ploughed fi elds 
or with plant residues and more.
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COMBILINER VENTA

A

B

 LC 1000 SERIES

CHOOSE COMFORT WITH CENTRALIZED SEEDING DEPTH 
AND PRESSURE ADJUSTMENT

Both seeding depth (A) and pressure adjustment (B) sett ings are centralized. There 
is no need to handle each unit individually. So keep your hands clean and enjoy the 
advantages of the central sett ings.

                          FOR A UNIFORM SEEDING

The coulter bar is guided by the roller as standard on the LC 1000 models. This is a 
big advantage, if a regular seeding operat ion is your aim, as the power harrow works 
completely independent ly.
More advantages:
- no coulter bar adjustment necessary when changing the harrow´s working depth,
- more compact unit,
- improved stability and ground-hugging in stony soil.

SEED DRILL 
INDEPENDENT FROM THE 
POWER HARROW

COMFORT
WORK QUALITY

COMFORT

 LC 1000 SERIES
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KLS 128: 

QUANTRON S-2:
USER-FRIENDLY
AND COMPLETE

All COMBILINER VENTA seed drills 

are adjusted and operated with 

the aid of the QUANTRON S-2 

control box. Benefi t from its user-

friendly guidance menu and many 

functions.

MULTIFUNCTIONAL

Monitoring: metering unit drive – 
blower speed – minimum seed level 
– land wheel blockage - side marker 
lowering. 
Applicat ion rate: programming 
comfortable, accurate and t ime-saving – 
seed applicat ion rate modulat ion during 
operat ion – ant icipat ion of distribut ion 
start.

Seed management: factory sett ings chart 
for the main variet ies – sett ings´ 
storage for all the farm’s seeds (up to 
200 fi elds).

Display: daily counter (ha, hours, quan-
t ity sown) – travel speed - tramlining.

Tramlining: automat ic tramlining, 2 to 
12 runs, asymmetrical/symmetrical/
special.

SEED SETTINGS AVAILABLE FOR 
THE NEXT OPERATION

The QUANTRON S-2 includes 
common seed variet ies. The user 
can addit ionally store 40 sett ings 
for other variet ies after checking 
the fl ow rate.

AUTOMATIC SEED RATE 
MODULATION

Inside fi eld applicat ion rate modulat ion is 
possible by connect ing the QUANTRON S-2 
via a serial link cable to a precision agricul-
ture terminal.

NO BLOCKAGE IS 
LEFT UNNOTICED
KLS 128 monitors the seed fl ow 
via sensors mounted on each 
seed tube separately. Because 
remember: A foreign body in the 
seed or seed drill can always 
occur and block a tube. With 
the KLS 128 monitoring device 
you have the solution to prevent 
irregular emergence and potential 

output losses.
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SAVE TIME…

The COMBILINER VENTA NC with the SEEDFLEX coulter bar enables fast and precise seeding in 

ploughed land or using min-till techniques.

VOTE FOR SUPERB OU
NC 1000 SERIES
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…AND ENJOY THE ADVANTAGES OF THE MOST COMPACT MACHINE ON THE MARKET

KUHN engineers have paid particular attention to reduce the machine´s weight and provide a compact design. 

Therefore fi nd the hopper very close to the tractor as well as a special roller frame design for an optimized centre 

of gravity. The result: an absolutely compact machine for easier transport and manoeuvres.

TPUT

THE PROS OF A HYDRAULIC        
COULTER BAR LIFT
The coulter bar of VENTA NC 1000 drill combinat ions can be lifted hydraulically 
as standard. This allows you to work temporarily solo with the power harrow,when 
necessary for example on headlands. The large clearance of the lifted coulter bar is 
also a safety feature when reversing or during other manoeuvres.

CENTRALIZED ADJUSTMENTS

Your hands will stay clean, as both coulter pressure and seeding depth can be adjusted 
centrally. This is also much easier than to set each row iindividually. Working depth 
and coulter pressure adjustment are independent from power harrow working depth. 
Thus, the machine´s sett ings can be adapted according to soil type, travel speed and 
seeding depth.

AN INDEPENDENT HARROW

An independent t illage tool, as on the COMBILINER VENTA NC (coulter bar guided 
by the roller frame) has several advantages:
- lifts up on meet ing an obstacle,
-  no need to alter seed drill sett ings if the power harrow working depth is modifi ed,
-  no vibrat ion of the controlled tool relat ive to the seed drill,
- power harrow can be used independent ly.

 GAIN AUTONOMY WITH A 2,000 LITRE HOPPER

This is the hopper for your savings and comfort. It can hold two big-bags of 1,200 kg 
(2,645 lbs) of seeds to avoid frequent refi lling. 
The fi lling using a bucket or from the side without telescopic loader is facilitated 
thanks to the extra wide hopper (2.80 m/9´2´´).

SAVINGS
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COMBILINER VENTA

KLS 128: 

NO BLOCKAGE IS 
LEFT UNNOTICED
KLS 128 monitors the seed fl ow via 

sensors mounted on each seed tube 

separately. Because remember: A 

foreign body in the seed or seed drill 

can always occur and block a tube. 

With the KLS 128 monitoring device 

you have the solution to prevent 

irregular emergence and potential 

output losses.

QUANTRON S-2: 
USERFRIENDLY AND COMPLETE

All COMBILINER VENTA seed drills are adjusted and operated with the aid of the 

QUANTRON S-2 control box. Benefi t from its user-friendly guidance menu and 

many functions.

NC 1000 SERIES

MULTIFUNCTIONAL

Monitoring: metering unit drive – blower 

speed – minimum seed level – land wheel 

blockage - side marker lowering. 

Applicat ion rate: programming comfortable, 

accurate and t ime-saving – seed applicat ion 

rate modulat ion during operat ion – 

ant icipat ion of distribut ion start.

Seed management: factory sett ings chart for 

the main variet ies – sett ings´ storage for all 

the farm’s seeds (up to 200 fi elds).

Display: daily counter (ha, hours, quant ity 

sown) – travel speed - tramlining.

Tramlining: automat ic tramlining, 2 to 

12 runs, asymmetrical/symmetrical/special.

SEED SETTINGS AVAILABLE FOR 
THE NEXT OPERATION

The QUANTRON S-2 includes common seed 
variet ies. The user can addit ionally store 40 
sett ings for other variet ies after checking 
the fl ow rate.

AUTOMATIC SEED RATE 
MODULATION

Inside fi eld applicat ion rate modulat ion is 
possible by connect ing the QUANTRON S-2 
via a serial link cable to a precision agricul-
ture terminal.

THE BLOWER THAT ADAPTS TO THE SITUATION

For your peace of mind, a built-in hydraulic blower unit with VARIO regulat ion is vailable as 
standard blower drive. It helps to save fuel and adapt to your needs: You can work with a 
PTO speed ranging between 800 and 1,000 min-1. As opt ional equipment, the blower can 
also be driven by the tractor hydraulics with Load Sensing circuit.

EXCLUSIVE

NO BLOCKAGE IS 
LEFT UNNOTICED
KLS 128 monitors the seed fl ow via 

sensors mounted on each seed tube 

separately. Because remember: A 

foreign body in the seed or seed drill 

can always occur and block a tube. 

With the KLS 128 monitoring device 

you have the solution to prevent 

irregular emergence and potential 

output losses.

USERFRIENDLY AND COMPLETE

All COMBILINER VENTA seed drills are adjusted and operated with the aid of the 

QUANTRON S-2 control box. Benefi t from its user-friendly guidance menu and 

many functions.
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COMBILINER VENTA

1 3

2 4

1. DESIGNED TO PROVIDE OPTIMUM EMERGENCE
CONDITIONS

A fi ne seed cover is essent ial for an opt imal fi eld emergence. 
The COMBILINER VENTA LC and NC 1000 covering harrow 
provides this and works ideally in the presence of plant residues 
thanks to reinforced t ines with a trailing profi le,win pressure or 
suspension.

4. SOLO FRAME

COMBILINER VENTA LC seed drills can also be used solo. 
This is ideal for seeding in soil which is already prepared or 
simply to seed plant cover rapidly at less cost. Markers 

mounted on the seed drill frame facilitate ident ifi cat ion, 
whether in combined format or solo.

3. FOR PARTICULARLY DUSTY SITUATIONS

A self-cleaning turbofi lter can be fi tted to KUHN pneumat ic 
seed drills to blow clean air through the machine’s circuit.

2. LESS BULKY DURING TRANSPORT

The side markers fold towards the back: less space taken up on 
the road, no risk of tearing out branches along hedges or trees. 
A shock-absorber reduces constraints when working with rapid, 
chaot ic seeding. A safety device protects them against obstacles.

MORE APPRECIATED FEATURES

LC 1000 SERIES NC 1000 SERIES
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COMBILINER VENTA

TF 1500

NC 1000 SERIESLC 1000 SERIES

COMBINING PASSAGES 
FOR MORE WORK EFFICIENCY AT LESS COSTS

FRONT HOPPER

INCREASE YOUR DRILLING PERFORMANCE
A PERFECTLY BALANCED COMBINATION

The TF 1500 front hopper, with its standard 
capacity of 1,500 litres and compact design with 

only 2.50 m width, perfectly combines performance 

and operational comfort. 
The improved load balance between front and 
rear axle facilitates manoeuvring and reduces soil 

compaction.

Equipped with the QUANTRON S-2 control box and 
the proven VENTA metering system, this KUHN front 
hopper performs reliably according to your require-

ments.

COMBINE FERTILIZATION WITH SEEDING

The COMBILINER VENTA LC 1000 and NC 1000 series models can be equipped with the system        
SEEDFLEX FERTI for depositing fertilizer where it is needed, close to the roots. You just have to combine it 
with a front hopper, such as a TF 1500. The advantages: fertilizer savings by raising its effi ciency, reduced 
losses through volatilisation of fertilizer, less fuel needed.
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COMBILINER VENTA

STEELLINER ROLLER

- Very good rotat ion 
and carrying capacity;

- Provides improved clodcrushing 
capacity on dry, hard ground.

- Good soil structure, even in diffi -
cult and wet seeding condit ions.

PACKLINER ROLLER

-  Exclusive prismat ic profi le 
improves self-cleaning and pro-
duces uniform furrow shape.

-  Improved seed covering, even in 
diffi cult condit ions;

-  It excels in light soil and is also 
adapted to the clayeyest’ soils.

ACCURATE AND INDIVIDUAL TAMPING

Furrow rollers give your crops a strong start by preparing an optimum seedbed. They combine the following 
agronomic strong points:
- Compact furrow bases facilitate capillary water transfer to the grain.
- The untamped inter-rows promote water infi ltration into the soil as well as improve air exchange.
- Seed furrows have a more uniform depth making seeding and fi eld emergence more even.
- Firmer soil improves the contact between seed and soil for a better uptake of nutrients.

MAXIPACKER ROLLER

-  Less resistant to rolling, requires 
less tract ion power;

-  Less subject to roller sinking in 
light soils.

PK2 ROLLER

-  Opt imum seedbed preparat ion 
thanks to the rollers´crumbling 
and packing effect;

-  For tamped soil underneath and 
loosened soil on the top.

OTHER ROLLERS

FURROW ROLLERS

PREPARE EACH SEEDING LINE
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POWER HARROWS 100 % ADAPTED TO THE SEED DRILL 

-  The drive shaft is centred and the gearbox input set back. In this way, the harrow is opt imized for the tractor (HRB 103/ HR 104/
  HR 1004).
- The pivot ing, telescopic coupling yokes are stopped from rotat ing.
- The rear PTO output is provided free of charge by KUHN.

POWER TILLERS: 
IN THE MOST DIFFICULT CONDITIONS
3.00 to 4.00 m working width, with 3 types of rotors you have optimal equipment:

- CULTIROTOR with blades: shallow work and turning-in;
- CULTIPLOW with straight tines in trailing position for powerful crumbling;
- CULTITILLER with straight tines in digging position for maximum versatility.

SEEDBED PREPARATION AND SEE

KUHN POWER HARROWS:
A BENCHMARK OF ROBUSTNESS                           
AND RELIABILITY

-  Bearings with conical rollers (1) with calibrated spacer;
-  Extremely rigid trough, maintenance-free and lubricated for life (2);
- No overhanging gear mechanism (3);
- One-piece cast-iron housings (4);
-  Rotor shafts produced by coldcompression, not milling (5);
- Sealed by cassette seal.

DRILL COMBINATIONS

WITH A DRIVEN TOOL: MAXIMUM VERSATILITY 

Actively driven tillage tools leave a wellprepared seedbed with fi ne soil in most versatile conditions: after the plough or minimum tillage, 
in clayey or dry soils with many clods. The result: A crumbly, fi ne soil, which offers the best conditions for every crop to succeed, while 
being able to reduce costs, save time and protect the soil by combining two work passes.



SEEDLINER

www.kuhn-seedliner.com

Find more information about KUHN seeding
solutions on

1. THE RIGHT SEEDING DENSITY:
To fi nd the desired seeding density, the distance, seeding t ime and 
soil type have to be taken into account. An effi cient seed drill
realizes this theoret ical calculat ion.

2. A SUPERIOR STUBBLE MANAGEMENT:

KUHN seed drills ensure a proper clearance of the seeding row and 
avoid every contact between plant residues and seeds.

3. A REGULAR SEEDING DEPTH FOR MAXIMUM 
RETURN: 
An effi cient seed drill is able to control the seeding depth
accurately.

4. SEED/SOIL SURROUNDINGS AT OPTIMUM:
An opt imal air exchange and water supply are vital for a quick deve-
lopment of the plant. 

5. ACHIEVE A WELL-DEVELOPED ROOT SYSTEM
WITH AN ADAPTED SOIL PREPARATION:
Small clods on the surface and fi ne earth around the seed: This 
facilitates root growth.

ADAPTABLE TO THE TYPE 
OF SOIL OR PRESENCE 
OF PLANT RESIDUES 

The CD t ine combinat ions are either avai-
lable with three rows of t ines for fi ne soil 
preparat ion or with two rows and a front 
levelling bar for versat ility in applicat ion. This 
depends on the preliminary soil preparat ion 
and level of fi neness required.

DING: MADE FOR EACH OTHER

FIVE RULES FOR PRECISE SEEDING

ECONOMICAL TO USE 

-  Fast forward speed, 
increased yield;

- Reduced maintenance costs;
-  Compat ible with most KUHN driven tool 
equipments.

A t ine combinat ion is obviously economical 
when the power harrow is not required or 
temporarily replaced.

WITH A CD TINE TOOL: THE ECONOMICAL SOLUTION 

CD tine combinations prepare seedbeds in light, loamy and claylimestone soil 
effi ciently. hey can be combined with all VENTA EC and VENTA LC pneumatic seed 
drills in service.
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Express spare parts service 24/7
You urgent ly need spare parts? With KUHN sos order benefi t from express 
delivery seven days a week, 365 days a year. Thus, you can minimize 
machine downt ime considerably and increase your work output.

The choice of professionals!
Benefi t from 36 months in complete serenity because of KUHN´s protect + 
warranty. You can concentrate exclusively on your work and the perfor-
mance of your machine. Because this is what you expect, when invest ing 
in high-tech machinery.

For ever quicker repairs!
An unexpected technical problem always occurs at the wrong t ime. 
Your KUHN dealer can support you quickly and effi cient ly thanks to 
KUHN i tech. With this 24/7 online service, a quick and exact 

diagnosis is possible.

Invest rationally!
New machine necessary, fi nancing unsure? Modernize your 
equipment and develop your farm with KUHN fi nance, in total safety 
and according to your needs and demands. We offer custom-made 
fi nance solut ions, adapted to your requirements.

KUHN SERVICES*

MAXIMIZE THE USE AND PRODUCTIVITY OF YOUR KUHN EQUIPMENT

Technical specifi cations

EC 300 LC 302 LC 352 LC 402

Working width (m/ft) 3.00 / 9’10’’
3.43 / 11’3’’ or
3.38 / 11´1´´

4.00 / 13´1´´

Transport/overall width (m/ft) 3.00 / 9’10’’ 3.50 / 11´6´´ 4.00 / 13´1´´

Seeding units single disc coulters Suffolk coulters or double disc coulters

Number of rows 20 or 24* 20 or 24 24 or 27 28 or 32

Spacing (cm/in) 12.5 / 4.92´´
15 / 5.91´´ or
12.5 / 4.92´´

14.3 / 5.63´´ or
12.5 / 4.92´´

Number of coulter bars 2 Suffolk coulters: 3; double disc coulters: 2

Central metering unit

Applicat ion rate (kg/ha) 1 to 360

Hopper capacity (l) 800

Hopper width (m/ft)       2.10 / 

Blower drive per pulley connected to the power harrow PTO; via tractor hydraulics or VARIO drive

Coulter bar guidance by roller frame -

Hydraulic coulter bar lift -

Centralized sett ing of coulter pressure

Centralized adjustment of seeding depth -

Parking stands

Power harrow (or other t illage tool)      HR 102 / 103 / 104 / 1002 / 1003 / 

Side markers*

Covering harrow*

Rollers Packer PK2, MAXIPACKER, 

Light ing and signalling

Electronic equipment, tramlining*

HECTOR 3000 tramlining control box with 2 x 2 rows shut-off; monitoring 
applicat ion rate, blower rotat ion, low seed level; daily and total hectare 

-
QUANTRON S-2 control box with following addit ional 

applicat ion rate modulat ion, electric drive

Tractor hydraulic requirements* 1x DA (markers)

*Standard equipment and opt ions vary according to country.      standard     opt ion    -- not available 

Optional equipment: extra shut-off valve (tramlining) - half-width shut-off - pre-emergence markers - dividing cover/closing caps to triple/double seed spacing 

*Not all services and equipment are available in every country.
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be strong, be KUHN

COMBILINER VENTA EC 300 / LC 102 series / LC 1000 series / NC 1000 series

LC 452 LC 3000 LC 3500 LC 4000 NC 3000 NC 3500 NC 4000

4.50 / 14´9´´ 3.00 / 9’10’’
3.43 / 11’3’’ or
3.38 / 11´1´´

4.00 / 13´1´´ 3.00 / 9’10’’ 3.43 / 11’3’’ 4.00 / 13´1´´

4.50 / 14´9´´ 3.00 / 9’10’’ 3.50 / 11´6´´ 4.00 / 13´1´´ 3.00 / 9’10’’ 3.50 / 11´6´´ 4.00 / 13´1´´

SEEDFLEX coulter bar

36 20 or 24 24 or 27 28 or 32 20 or 24 24 28 or 32

12.5 / 4.92´´
15 / 5.91´´ or
12.5 / 4.92´´

14.3 / 5.63´´ or 12.5 / 4.92´´
15 / 5.91´´ or
12.5 / 4.92´´

14.3 / 5.63´´
14.3 / 5.63´´ or
12.5 / 4.92´´

2

  *(with disengaging agitator)

1 to 430

1200 2000

6´11´´ 2.80 / 9´2´´

 as option
via tractor hydraulics or per pulley connected

to the power harrow PTO; VARIO drive as opt ion
via independent hydraulic circuit or tractor

hydraulics or VARIO drive

1004, HRB 102 / 103, CD 300 / 400 HR 1004 NC

PACKLINER or STEELLINER
MAXIPACKER, PACKLINER or STEELLINER 

(the only opt ion on NC 3500)

of
counter QUANTRON S-2: 2 x 2 rows shut-off; fl ow control management, applicat ion rate adjustment,

storage of calibrated seedsfunct ions:

1x SA with free separate return and 2x DA 2x DA

- frame for solo use - cable connecting the tractor radar by a 7-pin plug meeting ISO 11786 - press wheel scraper.

KUHN foundries and forge as well as a high-level manufacturing process allow the product ion 
of spare parts to defy t ime. You can truly rely on our know-how and our genuine parts. Farmers 
benefi t from our client support and logist ics services via any KUHN PARTS warehouse, which 
provide quick and reliable repair solut ions in cooperat ion with your nearest authorized 
KUHN dealer.

DESIGNED AND MANUFACTURED 
TO RIVAL TIME

KUHN PARTS
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KUHN S.A.
4 Impasse des Fabriques - BP 50060 - F-67706 Saverne 
CEDEX-France

KUHN NORTH AMERICA, INC.

1501 West Seventh Avenue – P.O BOX 167 - Brodhead, 
WI 53520 - USA

KUHN FARM MACHINERY PTY. LTD

313-325 Foleys road - Deer Park, 3023 Victoria AUSTRALIA

KUHN FARM MACHINERY (U.K.) LTD
Stafford Park 7 - GB TELFORD/ SHROPS TF3 3BQ

For more information about your nearest 

KUHN dealer, visit our website

www.kuhn.com

Your KUHN dealer

Also fi nd KUHN on

Visit us on our YouTube channels. 
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Some machines have a considerable weight. Respect the tractor gross vehicle weight rating, its lift capacity and 
maximum load per axle. The tractor front axle load must always reach minimum 20 % of the tractor net weight. 
Our material is produced in accordance with the European Machinery Directive in the member states of the 
European Union. In countries outside the E.U., our machinery complies with the safety regulations set by the country 
concerned. Some safety devices may have been removed from our leafl ets in order to clarify the illustration. Under 
no circumstances should the machine be operated without the necessary safety devices in place (as specifi ed by 
the assembly instructions and operators manual). We reserve the right to change any designs, specifi cations or 
materials listed without further notice. Machines and equipment in this document can be covered by at least one 
patent and/or registered design. Trademarks cited in this document may be registered in one or several countries.

1. mounted mechanical 2. integrated mechanical 3. with front 
hopper 4. integrated pneumatic 5. trailed pneumatic 6. mounted 
min-till 7. trailed min-till 8. precision

Check out the most complete range of seed drills on the market

The new KUHN seeding application is available on the Apple Store or Androïd Market. Thanks to it your 
smartphone becomes an indispensable ally for setting your COMBILINER VENTA EC and LC seed drill.
You are just a few steps away from a perfect seeding performance.

DOWNLOAD THE KUHN SMARTPHONE APPLICATION
TO SET YOUR SEED DRILL!

This code provides direct

access to the KUHN seeding app.

OPTIMIZE YOUR SEEDING OPERATION 

WITH THE KUHN SEEDING ASSISTANT!

EC 300 EC 300LC 100 LC 1000 NC 1000

www.kuhn.com


